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ABSTRACT
A stochastic model for simulating the growth processes during the low temper­
ature molecular beam epitaxy of gallium arsenide is developed. The model includes 
the presence and dynamics of a weakly bound physisorbed state for arsenic. Three 
diflEerent kinetic models with a combination of surface kinetic processes such as in­
corporation of antisite arsenic, evaporation of antisite arsenic and incorporation of 
regular arsenic, were considered. The kinetic model which includes all the three 
surface processes was accepted as the best model due to the physical soundness and 
reasonable values of the model parameters. The arsenic flux, temperature and growth 
rate dependences of antisite arsenic (Asgg) obtained from our simulation are in ex­
cellent agreement with the experimental results. The activation energy of 1.16eV 
for the evaporation of antisite arsenic obtained from our model is in good agreement 
with theoretical estimates. At a constant substrate temperature and growth rate, the 
antisite arsenic concentration increases with arsenic flux for low fluxes and saturates 
for high fluxes. The critical arsenic flux at which the Asoa concentration saturates 
increases with temperature and the Asoa concentration saturates at lower values for 
higher temperatures. As the arsenic flux increases, the coverage of the physisorbed 
layer increases and at a critical flux dictated by the temperature and growth rate, 
the coverage saturates at its maximum value of unity and hence the concentration of 
Asca saturates. Lower Asoa concentration results at higher temperature due to in­
creased evaporation of Asca- The proposed model successfully predicted the existence 
of a critical temperature at which the maximum Asoa concentration can be obtained, 
prior to the experiments. The experimental results later observed the existence of 
this critical temperature. At a fixed value of arsenic flux the Asoa concentration
iii
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increases with, decreasing temperature upto a critical temperature and then decreases 
with further decrease in temperature. The critical temperature of 473°AT obtained 
from our model is in good agreement with the experimental value. The Asoa value 
at which this extremum occurs increases with arsenic flux. Above the critical tem­
perature, evaporation kinetics dominates the surface processes, whereas below the 
critical temperature, the incorporation kinetics dominates. The Asca concentration 
increases with growth rate for low arsenic flux and decreases with growth rate for 
higher values. Additionally, an analytical model is developed to predict the Asca 
concentration for various growth conditions. The analytical model also predicted the 
existence of a critical temperature for maximum Asca concentration. The qualitative 
agreement among the results of the analytical model, the simulation and experiment 
is fairly good.
IV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) of gallium arsenide (GaAs) is performed at a 
substrate temperature of 600°C. Over the last decade, there has been considerable 
interest in GaAs layers grown by MBE at low substrate temperatures (250°G) [1-5].
GaAs layers grown at substrate temperatures lower than 250°C by MBE re­
sults in non-stoichiometric crystalline material with a lattice mismatch, A a /a  =
0.05% — 0.15%. As grown low temperature gallium arsenide (LT GaAs) has excess 
arsenic in the form of point defects such as antisite arsenic and interstitial arsenic 
[6]. Whether the predominant defect in LT GaAs is arsenic antisites or arsenic inter­
stitials is still debated in the research community. When annealed at a temperature 
above 500°(7, the material becomes semi-insulating with the excess arsenic precip­
itating to form semi-metallic arsenic clusters [7]. Photo carriers in the annealed 
LT GaAs material have sub-picosecond lifetimes [8]. The semi-insulating property 
of the material allows important technological applications such as buffer layers of 
LT GaAs for active devices [9, 10]. The buffer layers which are placed between the 
active region and the substrate, enhance the device performance. Smith et al [10] 
have demonstrated that a buffer layer grown at 200°C, annealed and used as the epi- 
layer for metal-semiconductor field effect transistor, MESFET, resulted in complete 
elimination of side-gating. Lin et al [11] have shown that the use of a buffer layer 
eliminated sidegating in high electron mobility transistors, HEMT. Subramanian et 
al [12] have shown that by using the LT GaAs, isolation between tandem solar cells
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
can be achieved. Solomen et al [13] have also demonstrated that LT GaAs buffer 
layers minimizes back-gating in GaAs semiconductor-insulator-semiconductor FETs. 
Since in the annealed LT GaAs material the photo-carriers have subpicosecond life­
times the material can be used for high speed photo-switch applications. LT GaAs 
has been demonstrated as a photoconducting switch to launch freely propagating 
electromagnetic pulses [14]
Many experimental studies have examined the structural properties of LT GaAs 
which are strongly influenced by the excess arsenic (As) present in the lattice [15-20]. 
Theoretical reseeuch to understand the kinetics of excess As incorporation is limited 
[21]. In this thesis, a modified version of the stochastic model [22, 23] is developed 
to investigate the processes responsible for the incorporation of excess arsenic in the 
LT GaAs material. The results of the model are compared to various experimental 
results [21, 24, 25]. Then the model is employed to theoretically study the growth 
mechanisms and to identify the dominant mechanism which controls the incorporation 
of Asoa during the low temperature growth. Specifically the infiuences of growth 
parameters such as temperature, fiux ratio and growth rate on the incorporation of 
antisite arsenic, Asqo, are also investigated.
Organization of the Thesis
A brief overview of LT GaAs is presented in chapter 2. The details of the stochastic 
model developed to study the Asoa incorporation in the low temperature molecular 
beam epitaxy is presented in chapter 3. The details of the physics of the surface 
mechanism included and the formulation of the stochastic model are presented in 
section 3.1. Growth conditions and fitting and computational details are presented 
in sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Results and discussions are presented in sec­
tion 3.4. An analytical model is presented in section 3.5. Finally, conclusions and 
recommendations are presented in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2 
OVERVIEW
Crystal growth technology has witnessed enormous growth in the recent past. The 
development of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) has been one of the most important 
advances in the field of crystal growth. The past decade has seen the development of 
molecular beam epitaxy from a technique for basic studies of semiconductor surfaces 
to its practical application in the fabrication of conventional and novel ultrafast quan­
tum devices. The development of new semiconductor devices based on the quantum 
size effects requires accurate control of stoichiometry, crystallinity, layer thickness and 
interface abruptness. Such accuracy is possible in molecular beam epitaxy growth in 
which the geometry of the grown semiconductor device can be controlled to the level 
of interatomic dimensions due to the extremely low growth rates (l/zm //ir) and low 
temperatures. Molecular beam epitaxy literature is vast as it includes experimental 
and theoretical research in III-V, IV-IV and II-VI compounds. Many experimental 
studies were performed and theoretical models developed to understand the molec­
ular beam epitaxial GaAs growth. Of interest to the thesis is the MBE growth of 
low temperature GaAs. The experimental and theoretical studies on LT GaAs is 
summarized in this chapter.
Molecular Beam Epitaxy
MBE is a crystal growth technique in which evaporated neutral atomic and molec­
ular beams impinge on a heated substrate under ultra high vacuum conditions of 10~®
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
to 10“ °^ torr [26]. Atomic or molecular beams are formed by heating 0.99999 pure 
elemental material in a Knudsen cell which is usually a high temperature ceramic 
tube heated by heating coils. A Knudsun chamber or cell is a sealed tube with an 
aperture at one end and is heated to produce an adequate amount of vapour pres­
sure. The collimated flux from the cell is regulated externally by an electronically 
controlled fast acting shutter in front of the aperture. To achieve a variety of possible 
growth sequences, the cell, the substrate temperature and the shutter operations are 
all controlled by an external computer. The substrate is also mechanically rotated to 
ensure uniform impingement of the fluxes on the substrate surface.
Since MBE is an ultra high vacuum technique in — situ growth monitoring using 
diagnostic beams can be performed and growth rate can be automatically controlled. 
The surface diagnostic techniques used are mass spectrometry for gas analysis, re­
flection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) for an assessment of the surface 
structure, the growth kinetics and rate. Auger electron spectrometry for surface sto­
ichiometric analysis, scanning tunneling microscopy for surface atomic studies and 
ellipsometry for layer thickness measurement.
To grow high quality crystalline material, the substrate should be free of defects 
and extremely clean. This is usually achieved by etching the substrate with suitable 
etchants which removes any carbon and other contaminants present on the surface. 
A thin layer of oxide is grown on the substrate surface to protect the surface from 
contaminants during laboratory handling. This oxide layer is removed in the vacuum 
chamber prior to growth by raising the substrate temperature.
MBE is predominantly employed for the growth of III - V materials and structures. 
Typical growth rates are in the range of 0.1—10fxm/hr. Generally the group V element 
flux is three to five times more than the flux of the group III element. The growth 
rate is predominantly determined by the group III element. The source materials 
are typically elemental. The group III elements produce monoatomic beams, whereas
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the group V  elements usually produce tetramers or dimers. In  — situ  doping of the 
material using Be for p type and Si for n type can be accomplished. The dopant 
elements typically evaporate as monomers.
Crystal growth in MBE technique occurs by condensation of molecules arriving 
at the surface of the crystalline substrate and surface reactions. The incorporation of 
the incoming atoms from the atomic or molecular beams is controlled by the surface 
kinetics such as adsorption, desorption and migration. The atomic beams are well 
collimated and do not collide with each other and hence multilayered structures with 
extreme control over the interface abruptness, layer uniformity and thickness can be 
grown. The salient features of MBE growth can be summed up as:
• Extremely low growth rates facilitates growth process control to atomic scales (sA) 
unlike the conventional crystal growth techniques, where growth process can be con­
trolled only in the macroscopic scale (500 — 1000A).
• The low substrate temperature enhances the domination of the surface kinetic 
processes and minimizes the bulk diffusion of the atoms which prevents mixing of 
multilayered structures.
• Well-coUimated atomic beams allow for producing atomistically smooth and homo­
geneous surfaces.
•  A variety of in-situ analytical tools facilitate the constant monitoring and automatic 
control of the dynamics of the crystal growth to achieve the desired structures.
Low Temperature MBE growth of GaAs
MBE of GaAs is normally grown at a substrate temperature of 600°C which en­
sures that the material has shallow acceptor and donor concentrations in the 
range and the deep traps concentration less by an order of magnitude [27]. Cho [28] 
studied the MBE of GaAs at room temperature and demonstrated that the as grown 
material was amorphous and turned crystalline upon annealing. Smith et al [10] in­
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vestigated the MBE growth of GaAs at a substrate temperature of 2Q0°C and have 
concluded that the material remained crystalline. Eaglesham et al [29] have studied 
the growth at a temperature of 140°G and have found that there is a critical thickness 
above which the epitaxial layer turns amorphous. Ibbetson et al [30] have studied 
through their observation of reflection high energy electron di&action (RHEED) os­
cillations the MBE growth to be a layer by layer process even at this low temperature. 
Below 200°C, the RHEED oscillations are very sensitive to the Ga : As flux ratio and 
the strongest oscillations were observed under stoichiometric flux conditions.
When the substrate temperature is lower than 500°C, the concentration of the 
deep traps increases [31]. MBE GaAs grown layers at low substrate temperatures 
by Murotani et al [9] was found to be semi-insulating below a critical substrate tem­
perature of 400°C which found application as a buffer layer for metal-semiconductor 
field effect transistors (MESFET). Smith et al [10] used low temperature grown GaAs 
(200°C) as a buffer layer in MESFET which completely eliminated the problem of 
sidegating and light sensitivity. The use of low temperature MBE grown GaAs as a 
buffer layer has proved to be successful in eliminating cross talk between heterostruc­
ture FET devices, and as a result large scale integrated circuits of GaAs are possible. 
It is also shown that the parasitic source to drain current through the buffer-substrate 
region is minimized due to the semi-insulating property which helps the operation of 
short channel FETs [32]. Using the LT GaAs layer as an insulator, a metal-insulator- 
semiconductor FET (MISFET) has been fabricated and investigated [33]. This device 
has better forward and reverse breakdown voltages. The increase in the breakdown 
voltage and high saturation current paves the way for the fabrication of high power 
density devices [34]. The MISFET has a higher tum-on voltage which results in im­
proved noise margin in digital applications. Melloch et al [35] showed that a high 
electron mobility transistor (HEMT) grown on a LT GaAs buffer layer at very low 
temperatures has the additional advantage of slowing down the diffusion of impurities
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from the substrate to the active layers. Mclnturff et al [36] have shown that the gate 
to drain transistor breakdown can be improved by placing a LT GaAs layer on top of 
the channel.
The LT GaAs annealed material is semi-insulating, having reasonably high mo­
bilities and picosecond free-carrier lifetimes. This property of the material is made 
use of in the fabrication of high speed photoconductors. Chen et al [37] have demon­
strated that low temperature grown annealed GaAs can be used as a highly effective 
photoetch-stop layer while photoetching n-type normal-growth-temperature GaAs. 
Due to the very short minority carrier lifetime of LT GaAs only a small portion 
of the photogenerated carriers can reach the semiconductor surface to complete the 
electrolytic reaction. Guptha et al [38] have shown that LT GaAs layers are fast pho­
toconductors, and hence can be used as a photoconductive switch for sub-picosecond 
pulses. Rahman et al [14] have used LT GaAs to switch coplanar-strip antennas pho- 
toconductively to generate picosecond bursts of freely propagating electromagnetic 
energy.
Point Defects in the LT GaAs Growth
MBE grown LT GaAs has a high concentration of arsenic rich point defects in 
the form of arsenic antisite, arsenic interstitial and gallium vacancy. Kaminska et 
al [1] observed the presence of ionized arsenic antisite (AsJa) defects using electron 
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements. From the intensity of the character­
istic EPR quadruplet known from semi-insulating bulk GaAs , the concentration of 
paramagnetic singly ionized Asq ,^ was found to be of the order 3 — 5 x in
layers grown at substrate temperatures between 190 and 200°C. This concentration 
of Asq  ^ is equal to the concentration of ionized acceptors, the ionized Ga vacancy. 
Optical absorption in the near infrared range revealed the presence of a three band 
structure that is well known for bulk GaAs. From the intensity of this absorption the
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8concentration of neutral defects was estimated. The concentration o f neutral 
defects for as-grown layers at 200°C was about 10^°cm~^. As a result of the high 
concentration of point defects the LT GaAs has low resistivity (lOQcm) and exhibits 
hopping conductivity. On annealing at high temperatures (600°C) the resistivity 
increases manifold to as high as 10®Dcm.
The properties of annealed LT GaAs can be explained by the role of point defects 
and arsenic precipitates. The Schottky barrier model [39] states that as the excess 
arsenic precipitate the hopping conductivity decreases but assumes that the arsenic 
precipitates play insignificant role and the material is compensated by the residual 
arsenic antisites. The model based on arsenic precipitates as embedded Schottky 
contacts, has a depletion region around each arsenic precipitate. The degree to which 
the defects or the Schottky barriers determine the material property depends on 
the anneal temperature. Thus, the as-grown material rich in point defects can be 
annealed at a temperature of 600°C to transform it to a material whose properties 
are dominated by arsenic precipitates.
Look [20] had concluded from his experimental studies that at a substrate tem­
perature of 200°C large amounts of arsenic (1 — 1.5%) incorporate into the LT GaAs 
as point defects. This excess arsenic is mednly incorporated as arsenic antisites, Asco, 
and arsenic interstitials. As,-. On annealing, the excess arsenic in the lattice precipi­
tates into arsenic clusters.
Luysberg et al [24] have experimentally studied LT GaAs growth. The lattice 
parameters of the LT GaAs layers were investigated by X-ray dififraction (XRD). 
The concentrations of neutral and charged antisites were measured by optical spec­
troscopies such as near infrared absorption (NIRA) and magnetic circular dichroism 
(MCDA). It was shown that the concentration of neutral antisite to be an order of 
magnitude higher than charged antisites. A linear correlation of the antisite arsenic 
with the lattice constant was observed. For a fixed growth temperature the lattice
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mismatch increased linearly with beam equivalent pressure (BEP) upto a critical 
BEP above which the lattice mismatch value saturated. This critical value of the 
BEP increases with temperature. The saturation value of the lattice mismatch is 
higher for lower temperatures. For a fixed BEP and growth rate, the antisite arsenic 
concentration increases with decreasing temperature.
Lagadas et al [21] have investigated the LT GaAs growth by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) and have revealed the presence of arsenic precipitates in materials 
annealed at 600°C. They found that surface smoothness and excess arsenic incorpo­
ration both depend on growth temperature and on As/G a flux ratio. On increasing 
the arsenic beam pressure during growth the precipitate diameter increases while 
their density and shape remain constant. Their experiments have also shown that 
the lattice mismatch increases linearly with BEP upto a critical value of the BEP 
above which it saturates. They have also proposed a theoretical model based on the 
mass balance equation of the arsenic molecules in the physisorbed state. It shows 
that the occupation rate of the available surface states by excess arsenic depends on 
the growth temperature, the flux ratio and evaporation of arsenic molecules from the 
physisorbed state.
Theoretical Modeling of MBE Growth
A variety of theoretical models have been used to study the growth processes of 
MBE, Monte Carlo simulations [40-44], kinetic rate equation models [45, 46], molec­
ular dynamics simulations [47-49] and stochastic models [22,23,50-52].
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation [40-44] models are widely used to study the MBE 
growth processes. In MC simulations, a variety of surface kinetic processes are con­
sidered. The processes are incorporation of the atoms on the surface from the flux, 
intra-layer migration, inter-layer migration and back evaporation from the surface. 
Migration and back evaporation processes are assumed thermally activated and their
Reproduced with permission ot the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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rates are typically calculated using Arrhenius type rate equation:
- E ,
R  =  Roe •‘bt (2.1)
where Ro is the frequency prefactor, Eact is the activation energy, kg is the Boltzmann 
constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. The procedure involves allowing the 
atoms to incorporate on the sites on a rigid lattice and allowing atoms to migrate from 
a site to a neighbouring site and evaporate from these sites with rates given by Eq. 
2.1. Interaction between the atoms are usually assumed pairwise with upto second 
nearest neighbour interaction being considered. MC simulations are conceptually 
simple and easy to implement but it is computationally intensive due to the detailed 
nature of the simulation.
Rate equation models [45, 46] are computationally less intensive when compared 
with MC simulations. A set of differential equations describe the rate of change in 
concentration in each layer. The surface kinetic processes such as incorporation, inter 
and intra-layer migration and evaporation account for the change in concentration of 
the layers [45]. The disadvantage of the model is that it does not provide any surface 
atomistic configurational details.
In Molecular dynamics [47-49] simulation, the surface kinetics is described by a set 
of equations of motion of the surface molecules or atoms. These equations are based 
on Newton’s second law of motion and the experimentally calculated potential energy 
function of semiconductors. The potential function for the simulation of the crystal 
growth are of various types such as, Leonard-Jones [47], Stillinger and Weber [53] 
and Marmorkos and Das Sarma [54]. The set of equations obtained from Newton’s 
second law is used to simulate the surface kinetics of the atoms in time scales of 
the order of picoseconds. The advantages of the MD simulation are that it is the 
first principles way of studying the surface kinetics and provides detailed data on the 
surface processes. The disadvantage is that it is computationally intensive.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Venkatasubramanian. [22] developed a stochastic model for the growth of com­
pound semiconductors based on the work of Saito et al [50]. This model is based 
on the master equation approach and modified solid-on-solid restriction. The model 
was first developed for diamond cubic structure and later extended to the zinc blende 
structure. It was later modified to accommodate the alloying of the two sublattices
[23], allowing four elements in total, two in each sublattice. In the stochastic model, 
the time evolution of the epilayer is described by the rate of change of a complete set of 
macrovariables such as concentration of atoms in a layer, atom-atom pair concentra­
tion, etc. The rate changes are typically described by rates of adsorption, migration 
and evaporation. Typically for a bilayer of GaAs , there are 10 first order coupled 
non-linear differential equations. Thus for simulation of 30 layers, one needs to con­
sider 300 coupled differential equations which are to be solved numerically. The model 
was successfully adapted to study the surface roughening kinetics in Ge [51]. The 
kinetics of low temperature MBE of GaAs have also been examined with the modified 
stochastic model [46]. This model included the presence and dynamics of a weakly 
bound physisorbed layer of arsenic additionally. In this model, the surface kinetics 
such as incorporation of arsenic from the physisorbed layer on to the substrate, the 
intra-layer migration, inter-layer migration and evaporation processes are considered. 
The dependence of RHEED intensity and physisorbed arsenic concentration versus 
time were calculated. The relative amplitudes of RHEED oscillations (RO) were in­
versely proportional to the flux ratio. For higher flux ratio, the amplitude of ROs 
were smaller with weak or no ROs present for a flux ratio greater than 2:1 .
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.CHAPTER 3
ARSENIC INCORPORATION IN THE LT GaAs GROWTH
A description of the details of the theoretical formulation and the modified stochas­
tic model is presented in section 3.1. The details of the growth conditions are pre­
sented in section 3.2. Fitting and computational details are presented in section 3.3. 
Results and discussion are presented in section 3.4. An analytical model along with 
its results are presented in section 3.5.
Modification to the Stochastic Model of Growth for LT GaAs
The stochastic model has been successfully employed in the theoretical investi­
gations of a variety of MBE growth kinetic problems [22, 23, 51, 52]. The model 
describes the time evolution of the epilayer through the change of the normalized 
macrovariables (normalized with respect to the number of possible atoms in the layer) 
of growth such as concentration of atoms, atom-vacancy pairs and atom-atom pairs in 
every layer due to various surface kinetic processes such as incorporation, evaporation 
and surface migration. The concentration of atoms in a layer is 1 when the layer is 
completely full, and is 0 when it is completely empty. Similarly, the concentration of 
atom-vacancy pairs is equal to the inplane coordination number times the concentra­
tion of atoms when the layer is almost empty and is zero when the layer is full. The 
inplane coordination number is 4 and 6 for (100) and (111) planes, respectively. The 
concentration of atom-atom pair is 0 when the layer is almost empty, and is half of 
the inplane coordination number when the layer is full with only half the bonds being
12
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counted to avoid double counting. The inter-planar interaction is uniform  and is equal 
to two covalent bond strength for all atoms due to the solid-on-solid restriction. The 
inplane interaction is assumed pairwise and upto the second nearest neighbour inter­
actions are considered. The rates of surface processes are assumed to be Arrhenius in 
form with a frequency factor and activation energy. The time evolution equations of 
the macrovariables are first order nonlinear coupled differential equations. For each 
bilayer of GaAs there is a total of 10 differential equations. Thus, for the simulation of 
30 layers one needs to solve 300 differential equations simultaneously. Solution to the 
differential equations provides growth data such as layer coverage, surface roughness, 
concentration of individual species, atom-atom pairs, etc.
The modified stochastic model [46] includes the presence and dynamics of a weakly 
bound physisorbed state for arsenic in addition to the surface kinetics of the growing 
crystalline surface. In the physisorbed arsenic state. As is weakly bound to the surface 
by Van der Waal type binding and is amorphous. Additionally, as a modification 
to the work of Ref. [46], the chemisorption of As into the regular surface sites and 
antisites from the physisorbed state and the evaporation from these surface antisites 
are considered. For all thermally activated processes, Arrhenius type rate equations 
were employed. The lifetimes for various processes were assumed to have the following 
form:
Tin =  (3.1)
Tev =  (3.2)
where To,in and To,ev are the time constant prefactors, E,„ and are activation 
energy parameters for incorporation and evaporation of Asca respectively. Tin and 
Tet, are the incorporation and evaporation lifetimes of Asoa respectively, kg is the 
Boltzmann constant and T is the substrate temperature in K. It is noted that the 
exponentials in Equations 3.1 and 3.2 have positive energy terms since these equations
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are for the lifetimes which are inverse quantities to the rates which are traditionally 
used. A schematic picture illustrating the presence and dynamics of physisorbed state 
of As and antisite As is shown in Figure 3.1.
Growth Conditions
In this work, the growth direction is [100]. The growth rate is assumed to be 
Ifim fhr (0.983 atom s/sec.) and is set by the gallium {Ga) flux rate used in the 
experimental work [24]. Arsenic is assumed to be a monomer (cracked) unlike in 
the experimental work [24] where the As was a tetramer. Ga and As are allowed 
to incorporate at sites with only one of the two covalent bonds from the subsurface 
satisfied. This is equivalent to relaxing the modified solid on solid (MSOS) condition 
of Ref. [22].
The modified stochastic model used in this study of LT GaAs growth considers a 
variety of surface kinetic processes such as incorporation, evaporation, surface migra­
tion and the dynamics of the physisorbed layer of arsenic. To account for all these 
processes we have developed three different models to simulate the growth processes. 
A brief description of the three models is as follows:
In model I, incorporation of As from the PA layer into the Ga site (antisite) was 
allowed but no evaporation of antisite As was allowed. This was in addition to all the 
other surface kinetic processes considered. In model II, both the incorporation and 
evaporation of antisite As were considered with only the evaporation as a thermally 
activated process. In model III, both the incorporation and evaporation of antisite 
As were assumed to be thermally activated processes.
Fitting and Computational Details
We considered the simultaneous simulation of 30 layers of GaAs with each layer 
resulting in 7 first order nonlinear differential equations, one corresponding to each
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of the following normalized macrovariables:
C"ca(2n) : concentration of Ga in the 2n‘^ layer 
CAsca (2m) : concentration of antisite As in the 2n‘^ layer 
Qca(2n) : concentration of Ga atom-vacancy pair in the2n*^layer 
Qi43co(2m) : concentration of antisite As-vacancy pair in the 2n*^layer 
^i4aGa(2 n) : concentration of antisite As-Ga atom pair in the 2n‘^ layer 
C/is(2n -f 1) : concentration of As in the 2n-|-l'^layer 
QA«(2n +  1) : concentration of As atom-vacancy pair in the 2n-f l^^layer
(3.3)
where n is the layer index with the Ga and antisite As belonging to even layers, 
and the As belonging to the odd layers. For details of derivation and the form of 
these equations refer to Equations 8-13 of Ref. [22]. There is an additional differential 
equation describing the dynamics of the physisorbed As layer. Thus, there are 211,
i.e., (7 X 30 4-1) first order coupled nonlinear differential equations which need to 
be solved simultaneously to obtain growth data. We adopted a fourth order Runge 
Kutta method to solve this system of equations. We obtained predicted values for 
each of the macrovariables listed in Equation 3.3 as a function of time, typically for 
a growth time of 10 sec.
Luysberg et al [24] have experimentally investigated the LT GaAs growth using 
a number techniques such as X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron mi­
croscopy (TEM). By XRD the perpendicular lattice constant was evaluated from the 
shift of the (004) reflections with respect to the GaAs substrate peak. The parallel 
mismatch was evaluated by use of asymmetrical reflections (224). The point defect 
concentration which is responsible for the lattice expansion is measured by near in- 
firared absorption (NIRA) and magnetic circular dichroism (MCDA) techniques. It 
was evident from these measurements that the lattice mismatch increases with BEP
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and saturates at a particular temperature dependent value of the BEP. The value at 
which the lattice mismatch saturates decreases with increasing growth temperature.
The simulation results for Asaa concentration versus beam equivalent pressure 
(BEP) were fitted to four experimental data points of Luysberg et al [24], using their 
data for how lattice mismatch depends on Asca concentration for all the three models. 
The fitting process yielded the model parameters To,in, To,ev, and Ee„ which are 
reported in Table I for various models. Using the parameters reported in Table I, five 
other experimental data points were successfully reproduced for all the three models.
Results and Discussion
The layer concentration of antisites, ÇAaj, (^2n), obtained from the solution to 
differential equations is converted to average concentration in atoms per cm  ^ using 
the thickness of growth and effective area per crystal site, 15.79 The volume 
average concentration of antisite obtained from the stochastic model was converted 
to lattice mismatch using a linear experimental relationship obtained by Luysberg et 
al [24]
In this section, the results obtained from model III only are presented and dis­
cussed. Plots of lattice mismatch versus BEP for 473 and b23°K  obtained using 
model III are shown along with the data of Luysberg et al [24] and of Lagadas et al 
[21] in Figure 3.2. The simulation results of model III are in good agreement with 
experiments. In Fig. 3.2 there was a constant shift of 0.03% along the y axis for the 
data of Lagadas et al [21]. The constant shift appears to be related to the difference 
in temperature of about 5 to 10"C between Luysberg et al [24] and Lagadas et al
[21] which is typical in MBE growth. The source of the difference may be in the 
actual temperature measurement itself or the difference in the type of substrate used, 
double side polished or single side polished wafer. There may be other experimental 
factors which can also cause the constant shift in lattice mismatch such as cracking
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efficiency, wafer orientation, etc. We have opted to fit to the data of Luysberg et al
[24], eventhough we could have used the same model with a slight adjustment of the 
model parameters and fitted to the data of Lagadas et al [21],
As evidenced in Figure 3.2, the Asoa concentration increases with BEP and sat­
urates at a critical BEP for a given temperature. This critical BEP value increases 
with growth temperature with 15 and 20 for 473 and 523® AT respectively. Additionally 
the saturation value of Asga concentration is higher for lower temperatures. These 
observations can be explained as follows. For a given temperature, as BEP increases, 
the As flux in excess of Ga flux increases, resulting in increase in the PA layer con­
centration till the coverage reaches it maximum value of unity at the critical BEP. 
Beyond the critical BEP, any further increase in BEP does not change the PA layer 
concentration. The Asoa concentration in the crystal is dictated by two competing 
mechanisms, incorporation of As from the PA layer and evaporation of Asca from 
the crystal. The saturation of Asca occurs at a particular temperature, since the 
incorporation and evaporation lifetimes, t,-„ and Td,, respectively, and the PA layer 
concentration are all constant beyond the critical BEP. The saturation of Asoa is 
lower for higher temperature because of higher evaporation rate of Asca from the 
crystal.
The critical BEP for higher temperature is higher due to the following reason. 
Saturation of PA layer is dictated by the evaporation of As from the PA layer. It was 
shown in Ref. [46] that Cphy, the concentration of the PA layer coverage is:
Cphy OC {Tev,Phy){BEP) (3.4)
where r^,phy is the evaporation lifetime of the PA layer. For higher temperatures, 
Teu^ hy is smaller and hence the BEP necessary for Cphy to reach unity,will be higher.
From the simulation results an activation energy for the evaporation of Asoa was 
obtained as I.16eV which can be identified as the binding energy of the Asca to the
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crystalline GaAs. The value of 1.16eV agrees fairly well with the theoretical estimate 
of binding energy of l.OeV of Morgan et al [55] based on ab-initio calculations. This 
value is physically reasonable noting that the binding energies for gallium and arsenic 
to GaAs are of the order of 2.0eV and that a meta-stable non-equilibrium defect such 
as the Asca is expected to have a lower value. Additionally, a frequency factor of 
4.0 X 10^  ^sec~^ obtained for the evaporation of Asoa from our model compares fairly 
well with the typical value used for semiconductors [56].
Plots of lattice mismatch versus BEP for various growth rates in the range 0.5 — 
1.5^m/h r  obtained from model III are shown in Figure 3.5 for a substrate temperature 
of 448® AT. The Asoa concentration increases with growth rate at lower BEPs, whereas 
at higher BEPs, it decreases with the growth rate. For BEPs approximately less 
than 15, our results qualitatively agree with that of Luysberg et al [24]. Our results 
show that there are two distinct BEP regimes in Figure 3.5 dictated by competition 
between two factors, availability of sites, i.e., surface Go vacancy, and availability 
of time for incorporation of antisite arsenic. At low BEPs, the time available for 
incorporation of antisite arsenic is not limiting. But, the effective migration length 
of Ga increases with decreasing growth rate. Hence, the vacancy concentration of Ga 
and the Asoa concentration increase with growth rate. For higher BEPs, the effective 
migration length of Ga and hence, concentration of surface vacancy of Ga saturates 
at its maximum values for that temperature and is independent of the growth rate. 
But, as the growth rate increases, the time available for the antisite A s incorporation 
decreases and hence, Asga concentration decreases.
Plots of Asoa concentration versus growth temperature for BEP values of 20 and 
30 at a growth rate of l.O/im/hr obtained from model III are shown in Figure 3.6 
along with the experimental data of Weber et al [25]. The simulation results agree 
well with the experimental values [25]. The model successfully predicted the presence 
of a critical temperature at which the maximum Asgo concentration can be obtained.
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prior to the experiments. The presence of such a critical temperature was later ob­
served in the experiments [25]. For a fixed BEP, the Asca concentration increases 
with decreasing temperature up to a critical temperature and then decreases with 
further decrease in temperature. From the simulation results, the Asca concentra­
tion is maximum at a temperature of 473®AT which agrees well with the experimental 
value of 448®AT [25]. This discrepancy between the experimental and simulation re­
sults may be due to limitation of the model and experiments in growing crystalline 
GaAs below 200®G. The Asca concentration value at which this extremum occurs 
decreases with BEP. These observations can be explained as follows. As the tem­
perature decreases, say from 573®AT, the evaporation of Asoa from the crystalline 
material decreases and hence the Asoa concentration increases. Beyond a particular 
temperature, the evaporation is negligible and the Asoa concentration is dictated by 
the incorporation kinetics which is assumed to be a thermally activated process with 
an activation energy of 0.39eK. Thus at a lower temperature, the concentration of 
As(ja is less. At higher BEPs, the Asoa concentration is higher due to higher PA layer 
coverage and lower effective evaporation of Asoa due to faster incorporation of As on 
to Asca- The optimum temperature for obtaining maximum Asqo concentration has 
important ramifications for processing semi-insulating LT GaAs since the electrical 
■ and photoquenching properties are directly linked to the Asca concentration.
Plots of lattice mismatch versus BEP obtained by using model I and model II along 
with the data of Luysberg et al [24] are shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. 
Both the models were correct in predicting the BEP dependence of lattice mismatch 
at a given growth temperature. The linear dependence of lattice mismatch at low 
BEPs upto a critical BEP and the saturation of lattice mismatch beyond the critical 
BEP was predicted by both the models (I and II). Plots of Asoa concentration versus 
growth temperature for a BEP of 20 at a growth rate of l.Oixmfhr obtained from 
models I and II are shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, respectively. In model I (Figure
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3.7) as the growth temperature decreases, the Asoa concentration increases. In model 
II (Figure 3.8) the Asoa concentration remains constant as the growth temperature 
is reduced. Both these predictions are contrary to experimental observations [25].
All the models were correct in predicting the BEP dependence of lattice mismatch 
at a given growth temperature. On analyzing the temperature dependence of Asoa 
concentration, only model III reproduced the experimental results [25]. In model III, 
the Asoa concentration increases with decreasing temperature upto a critical temper­
ature beyond which it decreases. In model I, the Asca concentration continuously 
increases with decreasing temperatures. In model II, the Asca concentration remains 
constant for decreasing temperatures. The parameters determined from all the three 
models are reported in Table 1. Model III was accepted as the best model due to its 
physical soundness and reasonable values of the model parameters required to match 
experiments [21, 24, 25].
Analytical Theory
The analytical theory developed in this section is based on model III. In LT MBE 
growth, as the temperature is very low, the dynamics of the PA layer are significant. 
The time evolution of the concentration of the PA layer is given by the
rate equation :
^^Phy,Aa{i) f  j dCAji\ Ophy,Aa Gphy,AafAa Gphy,AafGa /r,
— s - - I T )  — n  ---------------
where Cphy,Aa is the concentration of PA layer, Cphy,Aa is equal to 1, when the layer 
is completely full and is zero when it is completely empty. is the molecular flux 
of As coming into the PA state with units of atom/sec. Usually, the flux is given 
in atoms/cm^.sec. and it can be converted to atoms/site.sec. (which we simply 
write as atom/sec.) using the effective area per crystalline site. In the case of (100) 
GaAs, the effective area per site is given by a?[2 which is equal to 15.97 with
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lattice constant, a =  5.6533A. dCAaldt is the net incorporation rate of As into the 
surface lattice sites and CAa is the total concentration of As in all the crystalline 
layers. Thus in this equation, the first term denotes the effective As fiux into the 
PA layer and the second, third and fourth terms denotes the net loss of PA layer 
coverage due to evaporation, chemisorption and antisite incorporation, respectively. 
In this formulation, the antisite incorporation and chemisorption rates depend on 
the fi-action of available surface gallium sites, foa  and arsenic sites, /x ,, respectively, 
which can be temperature and time dependent, ri, Tg and Tf„ are the time constants 
for evaporation, chemisorption and antisite incorporation processes, respectively.
Assuming that fca is temperature and time independent and has a constant value 
of unity and keeping only the dominant terms in the Eq. 3.5, Cphy,Aa{t) is:
Gphy,Aa{t) ~  {.^ Aa J c a Y ^ e f (3.6) 
where Te// is the effective lifetime of As in the PA layer and is given by:
 ^ 1  +  —  (3.7)
Teff n  72
Here Jas and Jca are the molecular fluxes of As and Ga, respectively. Cphy,Aa{t) can 
be approximated as
Gphy,Aaif) — i,JAa Jcaj'^eff (3.8)
in the long time limit. It is noted that the maximum value of Cphy,Aa{t) is 1, when the
physisorbed layer is completely full. Thus, in computation, any value greater than 1
for Cphy,Aa{t) should be set to 1. In other words, it is assumed that any As in excess
of one monolayer does not contribute to the surface dynamics of the PA layer as it
will not be directly exposed to the crystalline surface.
The time evolution of the concentration of Asgg, , can be formulated as:
d C A a ç q    G p h y , A a { t )    G A a ç g
dt Tin “Pev
—  ~  dGa)Teff _  GAagq / g
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in the long time limit where 7f„ is the incorporation lifetime of Asoa and r„, is the 
evaporation lifetime of Asca- Eq. 3.9 can be analytically integrated to obtain the 
antisite arsenic concentration at the end of monolayer growth time, T, CasgS'^)^ as:
C a. oA T ) =  U a.  -  J a a )r .f ,—  ( l  -  (3.10)Tin  ^ '
Using Equation 3.8 in Eq. 3.10, we can write:
C A .o .iT )  =  C p i , , ^ ( T ) ^  ( l  -  e - ’'/’--) (3.11)
In Figure 3.6, the agreement between the results of temperature dependence of 
antisite concentration at a given BEP obtained from the analytical theory given by 
Equation 3.10 and the simulation and experimental data [24, 25] is good.
Using Equation 3.10 and the experimental linear relation between antisite con­
centration and lattice mismatch of Luysberg et al [24], the lattice mismatch versus 
BEP plots for 473®A” and 523°AT shown in Figure 3.10 were obtained. The CascS'B) 
can attain a saturation value at a critical BEP given by CAacai'^) =  ^  ~
due to the fact that Cphy,As{T)=^ as the PA layer is completely full. The qualitative 
agreement between the experimental and theoretical results is good. Quantitatively, 
there is a small constant shift between the results which may be due to the simplifying 
assumptions made in obtaining the analytical solution such as foa and fAa are equal 
to 1 which is not true throughout the growth of the monolayer as the surface sites 
for Ga changes from zero to a maximum and to zero. Additionally Cphy,Aa{ )^ given 
by equation 3.8 was derived assuming that the dominant process for the PA layer is 
evaporation which is an approximation.
A 3-D plot of BEP and temperature dependence of lattice mismatch due to antisite 
arsenic incorporation obtained using Equation 3.10 is shown in Figure 3.9. From the 
analytical results the lattice mismatch is maximum at a temperature range of 450 — 
500®A" for various BEPs. Close to stoichiometric conditions, the Asca concentration
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is zero due to complete loss of PA layer. For higher BEPs the lattice mismatch 
saturates at different values for different temperatures. The 3-D plot spans the typical 
growth condition range. The optimum growth conditions for obtaining the Asoa 
concentration can be obtained semiquantitatively using this plot which is obtained 
with least computational expense. Thus the analytical model can be used as a thumb 
rule for the process design.
Plots of PA layer coverage versus BEP obtained from the analytical theory of 
Equation 3.8 along with the simulation results is shown in Figure 3.11. The results 
of the simulation and the analytical model for the PA layer coverage agrees well 
for higher BEPs and fairly well for lower BEPs. The PA layer coverage increases 
with BEP and reaches unity at a critical BEP. The critical BEP value for saturation 
increases with temperature. As the temperature increases the evaporation rate from 
the PA layer increases and hence the saturation occurs at a higher BEP.
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Table I: Model parameters obtained by fitting the simulation results to the experi­
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Figure 3.1: A schematic picture showing the presence and dynamics of the physisorbed 
state of As and antisite As
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Figure 3.2: Lattice mismatch of LT GaAs as a function of BEP. Comparison of 
experimental data of Luysberg et al [24] (Expt I) and Lagadas et ai [21] (Expt II) to 
simulation results (Model III).
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Figure 3.3: Lattice mismatch of LT GaAs as a function of BEP. Comparison of 
experimental data of Luysberg et al [24] (Expt) to simulation results (Model I).
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Figure 3.4: Lattice mismatch of LT GaAs as a function of BEP. Comparison of 
experimental data of Luysberg et al [24] (Expt) to simulation results (Model II).
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Figure 3.5: Simulation results of lattice mismatch of LT GaAs versus BEP for various 
growth rates at a  substrate temperature of 448°K
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Figure 3.6: Antisite arsenic concentration versus growth temperature for different 
BEPs obtained from simulation results (Model III) and analytical theory along with 
the experimental data of Weber et al [25].
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Figure 3.7: Antisite arsenic concentration versus growth temperature for BEP value 
20 obtained from simulation (Model I)
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Figure 3.8: Antisite arsenic concentration versus growth temperature for BEP value 
20 obtained from simulation (Model II)






Figure 3.9: Antisite arsenic concentration as a function of BEP and temperature 
obtained from the analytical model
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Figure 3.10: Results of analytical model for lattice mismatch versus BEP along with 
the experimental data of Luysberg et al [24] (Expt) for various temperatures
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Figure 3.11: Physisorbed arsenic layer coverage versus BEP obtained from simulation 
and analytical theory for various temperatures
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CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Low temperature MBE growth of GaAs is simulated theoretically using the 
stochastic model of growth and the relevant surface kinetic processes are studied to 
explain the properties of the as-grown and annealed material. The dynamic processes 
of the PA layer are clarified. The model which allows the temperature dependent in­
corporation and evaporation of Asoa agrees well with the data of Luysberg et al [24] 
and Lagadas et al [21]. The arsenic fiux, temperature and growth rate dependences 
of antisite arsenic (Asfja) obtained from the simulation are in excellent agreement 
with the experimental results. An activation energy of l.lSeV  was obtained for the 
evaporation of Asoa- This is in excellent agreement with the theoretical estimate of 
Morgan et al [55]. The critical arsenic fiux at which the Asoa concentration saturates 
increases with temperature and the Asoa concentration saturates at lower values for 
higher temperatures. As the arsenic fiux increases, the coverage of the physisorbed 
layer increases and at a critical flux dictated by the temperature and growth rate, 
the coverage saturates at its maximum value of unity and hence the concentration of 
Asca saturates. The model predicted the existence of a critical temperature at which 
the maximum Asca concentration can be obtained, prior to the experiments. The 
experimental results [25] later observed the existence of the critical temperature for 
obtaining maximum Asoa concentration. Lower Asoa concentration results at higher 
temperature due to increased evaporation of Asgo- At a fixed value of arsenic fiux the 
Asoa concentration increases with decreasing temperature upto a critical temperature
36
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and then decreases with further decrease in temperature. The critical temperature of 
473°K  is in good agreement with the experimental value. An analytical model to pre­
dict the Asca concentration for various growth conditions is developed and the results 
of the model are shown to agree with those of the simulation and the experiments. 
The dependence of Casc  ^ oii growth rate is also presented.
The present study clearly captures the dynamics of the low temperature MBE 
growth of GaAs. Due to computational limitations, the number of layers simulated 
was limited to 10 bilayers. Simulation for longer time growths which implies more 
number of grown layers is preferred to obtain better growth coverages. At present 
the stochastic model can be employed only to study quaternary compound materials, 
two elements in each sublattice. The model can be modified to accomodate more 
number of elements such as group 111 or V elements and dopants. The model can also 
be studied and benchmarked against other experimental studies to build consistency. 
The model can also be fine-tuned to investigate the presence of charged antisites, 
AsJa, and vacancies, V a^ • The influence of Be  doping can also be studied as the 
doping level of Be directly affects the concentration of charged antisites, AsJ^.
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